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Abstract. The Call of Duty (COD) Mobile is a popular game which has reached 100 million downloads 
within a week after it  was released in September 2019. This game earned 28 billion Rupiah in 3 days 

after released and many local developers want to follow the success by making similar games. Therefore, 

local game developers need to know the player’s habit in buying virtual product. This research examines 

digital transaction patterns in used in Cash Point. Cash Points is the currency which used in the COD 

Mobile Game. Thus, we need a data collection algorithm that has better accuracy, namely the Apriori 

Algorithm. This algorithm analyzes transactions which often occur in the COD Mobile Game. The 

results of this study prove that most of the player purchase Cash Point to buy a Battle Pass and the 

remaining balance is saved to buy a Battle Pass in the next sessions. Utilizing a battle pass with attractive 

prizes will increase player interest in buying the Cash Point. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In Indonesia, online games are starting to be in demand by all circles, especially on mobile 
devices. The ease of getting the internet and the devices that support it, is one of the factors in 
which online gaming is in great demand. In addition, users feel comfortable with the 
combination of animation, graphics, stories and sounds from the game [1]. According to 
Statista.com, the mobile game segment in 2019 will reach 43.9 million users. There are several 
game genres such as MOBA, FPS, RPG, Battle Royal, etc. At the end of 2019, the most played 
game is Call of Duty Mobile (COD Mobile), which has the First Person Shooter (FPS) genre. 
Data released by sensortower.com, this game has reached 100 million downloads worldwide 
with revenues of 28 billion rupiah in 3 days after it was released. COD Mobile was developed 
by Activision Publishing, Inc. which is an American video game publisher based in Santa 
Monica, California.  

 

 
Fig.1. Overview Call of Duty Mobile 
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COD Mobile is a freemium game that is downloaded for free but there are several features that 
can be purchased. In this game has a currency to buy virtual products, namely Cash Point. 96% 
of players buy Cash Points to buy Battle Pass and Battle Pass Plus. The number of Cash Points 
needed to buy a Battle Pass is 440 CP and Battle Pass Plus requires 860 CP. The virtual product 
that is obtained after buying a Battle Pass or Battle Pass Plus is that players get weapon skins, 
ghost skins, get tiers, parachute skins, etc.  

 
Fig.2. Cash Point COD Mobile 

In purchasing, players have the desire or habit to buy virtual products obtained from Battle 
Pass or Battle Pass Plus. Therefore, local game developers need to know the habits of players in 
buying virtual products. Developers in developing the market of this game need to know the 
habits of players in buying virtual products to design markets according to the pattern of 
purchase transactions from players  [2]. Market basket analysis is needed in knowing the 
transaction patterns of players, to look for patterns of relationships between one or more itemset 
in a dataset using apriori algorithm [3]. 

Apriori Algorithm is a data mining algorithm that is used to analyze the relationship of 
items in a dataset. Apriori can resolve association rules that have support and confidence rules. 
Support rules are items that appear together, and confidence is a tendency to buy items after the 
previous item [4]. The results of this study will provide a transaction pattern of purchasing 
Cash Points using the Apriori Algorithm. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Data mining can be used to form patterns in predicting future events with the level of 
accuracy of each method used [5]. An example is predicting a shopping basket to find out an 
item purchase transaction pattern. In completing data mining there are association rules to 
determine the relationship between one item purchased with another [6]. There are 2 
association rules, namely support and confidence. Support is the percentage of combination 
items that appear in one database, and confidence is the percentage of relationships between 
items [7]. Examples of association rules: 

Tea => Sugar [support = 20%, confidence = 50%]   

The above rules explain that 50% of customers buy tea, there is a 50% chance that 
customers also buy sugar. Whereas 20% support shows that tea and sugar are bought together. 
Apriori algorithms include types of association rules in data mining which are often used in 
shopping basket analysis to find out items that are often bought simultaneously by customers 
[7]. 



From the explanation above, a literature review was conducted to support the existence of 
this research. There are 4 literature reviews that discuss the same topic, namely market basket 
analysis, transaction patterns, consumer behavior.  

Research conducted by Fahrul Kurniawan, 2018 [8]  states that consumer activities such as 
buying, using and consuming are factors that can lead to a decision to buy or not. Therefore, 
companies or markets must know the pattern of consumers in their purchases. With a market 
basket analysis can determine consumer habits in shopping. The method used in this research is 
Apriori. This research was applied to the transaction data of Business Center (BS) at UIN 
Malang supermarket. The results of this study get an average trust value of 46.69% of the 
1.78% support value and the resulting rules are 30 rules. The pattern of data transactions taken 
has a low tendency to associate because the data are not interconnected between items. 

Research conducted by Nanang Riyadi, et al 2019 [9] states that e-commerce companies 
should promote their products optimally and efficiently. XYZ Company uses data as a form of 
promotion, but sales targets are not met because the promotions shown do not match the 
customer's buying pattern. Therefore a market basket analysis is needed to determine the 
customer's pattern in the transaction. The settlement method used in this study is Apriori and 
Weighted Moving Average (WMA) for forecasting. The results of this study indicate that 
Apriori has a higher accuracy higher than 130.74, and the results of the a priori have met the 
quality assurance software testing (SQA) and rapidminer verification is 100% with a minimum 
support of 2% and a minimum confidence of 90%. WMA helps companies make decisions in 
the category of products that must be sold. 

Research conducted by Srinivasa Kumar, 2018 [10] states that Cross Selling Analysis is an 
important tool in the retail industry. Retail store sales can be increased by arranging promotions 
according to buyer's purchases and determining the position of items. This study uses 5-month 
data from the Super Market in Trichy, Tamil Nadu. The settlement method in this study uses 
the Apriori algorithm. The results of this study indicate that Cross Selling Analysis using 
Apriori can increase revenue, but the value of support and the number of rules is relatively less. 

Research conducted by Daljeet Kaur, 2017 [11] states that data mining trends have entered 
into supermarket analysis. Data mining consists of machine learning, artificial intelligence, 
database management to form transaction patterns. This study conducted a survey of data 
mining with association and cluster rules. With the development of supermarkets on a large 
scale, it is very important to build a data mining model in supermarkets for decision making. 

From a review of the research conducted, it can be concluded that the Apriori algorithm can 
solve Market Basket Analysis problems with the aim of knowing the pattern of consumer 
transactions for items purchased and the relationship of these items. 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

First of all, to get the transaction pattern of players using cash points in the game of Call of 
Duty Mobile (COD Mobile), researchers gave questions to 100 respondents. Questions asked in 
the form of questionnaires relate to transactions using Cash Points for purchasing content on 
COD Mobile. Content that can be purchased includes Battle Pass, Tier Battle Pass, Box 
(Session Weapon, Werewolf, Prophet Character, Ghost Character, etc.), Weapon Skin, 
Costume Skin, Weapon Experience Card, Save to next Battle Pass. After getting the answer 
data, then steps are performed as in figure 3. 

 



 

Fig.3. Step of Apriori 

The completion step of the Apriori algorithm is done by iteration until there are no more k-
items set that meet the minimum support. Support in association rules is the frequency with 
which items are bought simultaneously [12]. Before the iteration is performed, determine the 
minimum support as the pruning criteria. Minimum support is determined by the user of the 
total transactions made by players  [13]. On the 1st iteration it scans the purchased itemset to 
produce a value above the minimum support. The scan results for 1 itemset that meets the 
minimum support will become frequent items. If the frequent item appears umpteenth times 
(Ф) according to the minimum support then the iteration stops and if not then the iteration 
continues [14]. The next iteration is done with 2 itemset which is combined from the previous 
k-itemset and returns to the same process as the initial iteration. This condition stops when 
there are no more k-itemset that meet the minimum support. 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Before applying the Apriori algorithm to determine transaction patterns in a mobile call of 
duty game, it is necessary to collect data from the results of the questionnaire. The results of 
this questionnaire were obtained from 100 players who used cash points to purchase content. 
Cash Points (CP) can be purchased starting from 80 CP - 8000 CP, with prices starting from 
Rp.15,000 - Rp. 1,499,000. In purchasing, Cash Points can be done with various payment 
methods such as using a credit card or credit. Players who buy 400 Cash Points - 8000 will get 
free Cash Points. Players who top up for the first time will get a bonus in the form of an HG40-
Electric weapon and a Weapon Exp 500 card.  

 

Fig.4. Cash Point  



 Based on figure 4 to buy a Premium Pass, players need a minimum of 440 CP or around 
Rp. 90,000. Meanwhile, to buy Premium Pass Plus, players need 860 CP or around Rp. 
165,000. 

 

Fig.5. Premium Pass 

Features obtained from this Premium Pass include: get a prize every tier ride, open the Elite 
Task, get the Ghost character, Rare M4-G Series and many others. While the features obtained 
from Premium Pass Plus include: get the Premium Pass feature, get access to tier 25, Rare 
Backpack G-Series, Rare wiseguy leopard spray, flashbang, smoke and many others. 

In making transaction patterns using Cash Points, researchers gave questionnaires to 100 
Call of Duty Mobile players. The completed questionnaire data will be recorded as an item set 
as in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1. DATA FROM 100 QUESTIONNAIRES 

No Item set 

1 Battle Pass, Save for next session 

2 Battle Pass Plus, Save for next session 

3 Battle Pass, Buy some gun skins, Save for next session 

4 Battle Pass, Buy Tier 

5 Battle Pass Plus, Buy Tier Save for next session 

6 Buy Tier Only 

… … 

100 Battle Pass, Buy Parachute skin. 

 
Item set that have been collected will be counted as a support value to find out how many 

times the item appears in the database. The formula for the support value of an item can be seen 
in the equation 1 below : 
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 The support value for Battle Pass Plus (BPP) calculated above gets 96% in 100 total 
transactions made by 100 players. So, Battle Pass Plus transactions are items that often appear / 
are bought by players with a support value reaching 96%. The following is the result of support 
for each item set that appears, which can be seen in table 2 below. 
 



TABLE 2. ITEMSET WITH SUPPORT VALUE 

No Item set Support 

1 Battle Pass (+Plus) 96% 

2 Tier Battle Pass 45% 

3 Box (Session Weapon, Werewolf, Prophet 

Character, Ghost Character, etc.) 
25% 

4 Weapon Skin (Air Riffle, Sniper, Long Machine 
Gun, Short Machine Gun, Shotgun, Knife, Hand 

Bomb) 

40% 

5 Costume Skin (Costume, ATV, Parachute, 
Helicopter, etc.) 

30% 

6 Weapon Experience Card 30% 

7 Save to next Battle Pass 60% 

 
 A support value that exceeds the minimum value will be a candidate itemset solution to be 
combined in 2 itemset. The combination of 2 itemset can be seen in table 3 below: 
 

TABLE 3. 2 ITEMSET WITH SUPPORT VALUE 

No Item set Support 

1 Battle Pass (+Plus) Tier Battle Pass 96% 

2 Battle Pass (+Plus) Box (Session Weapon, 

Werewolf, Prophet 
Character, Ghost Character, 

etc.) 

45% 

3 Battle Pass (+Plus) Weapon Skin (Air Riffle, 
Sniper, Long Machine Gun, 

Short Machine Gun, 
Shotgun, Knife, Hand 

Bomb) 

25% 

4 Battle Pass (+Plus) Costume Skin (Costume, 
ATV, Parachute, Helicopter, 

etc.) 

40% 

5 Battle Pass (+Plus) Weapon Experience Card 30% 

6 Battle Pass (+Plus) Save to next Battle Pass 30% 

7 Tier Battle Pass Battle Pass (+Plus) 60% 

… … … … 

 
 From the combination of the 2 itemset above an association rule can be made which then 
counts the support value. Here is the formula for calculating the association in equation 2: 
 

    (   )   
     

    
       (2) 

 
 Following is an example of calculating the confidence value of the association rule "Battle 
Pass Plus and will save for the next session" which can be seen below 
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The two items "Battle Pass Plus and Save Next Session" are items that are interrelated with 

achieving a support value of 78%. The other two items that are interrelated have the value of 
support as in table 4 below.  

 



TABLE 4. RESULT OF ASSOCIATION RULES 

No Items Support 

1 If player buy Battle Pass (+Plus) then 

they will keep the change 
78% 

2 If player buy Battle Pass (+Plus) then 
buy tier 

45% 

3 If player buy Battle Pass (+Plus) then 
buy weapon skin 

60% 

4 … … 

 
With these results it can be concluded that the Apriori algorithm can form transaction 

patterns using Cash Points made by COD Mobile players. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Based on the application of the Apriori algorithm in forming transaction patterns using 
Cash Points, it proves that most players buy Cash Points to buy Battle Pass and the rest are 
saved to buy Battle Pass in the next session. Utilizing Battle Pass with attractive prizes will 
increase the player's interest to buy Cash Points. 
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